Corporate Creativity
For Corporate/Private Performances:

A.C.E., an international comedy trio, creates innovative character driven comedy
shows bending all possible barriers. They take their audience on a wild ride
through all five senses with comedy, music and the completely unexpected. The
open-ended and spontaneous nature of The A.C.E. Comedy Show allows for
audience input and hilarious unpredictability. A.C.E. strives to break down the
conventions of traditional theater, bringing the audience into the action and (often)
on to the stage to make for a highly entertaining and memorable experience. A.C.E.
can flavor shows to include pieces and characters based on your industry, meeting
theme or just juicy tidbits from around the office. Why the name A.C.E.? An
American, A Canadian & An Englishman. Three nations, one great show.
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The A.C.E. Comedy Show

For Team Building:

Adventures in Comedy
Fun and games are often seen as entertainment and out of place in a
business environment, but actually they contribute greatly to building
confidence and team spirit. Through theatre games, performance
opportunities and unexpected twists and turns, Adventures in Comedy
engenders an atmosphere of enthusiasm, cooperation and team work.
Using the principles of spontaneous theatre, cliques are cleverly
dispersed and participants improve their ability to think on their feet,
accept what comes their way and effectively communicate with coworkers. The event culminates with a fun, light-hearted performance
by and for the participants which deepens connections while providing
hilarious memories which will last long after the event has ended.

For Character Walk-Arounds & Imaginative Interludes

A.C.E. Comedy Garnish
A.C.E. brings outrageous characters and interactive spontaneity to enhance a party,
draw attention to a theme or create a fun, unexpected "garnish" to any business
meeting or corporate event. A.C.E. can even put their characters on stilts to amplify the
fun and take your event to new heights. Also, A.C.E. creates fast-paced, hilarious
interludes that are a marvelous way to take a break between meetings, entertain during
coffee breaks and continue the theme of your event in to unexpected areas. Original
characters and interludes can be developed to reflect your meeting, event or product.

A.C.E. Entertainment
2528 Dexter St., Suite 100 Denver, CO 80207 303.322.6750
www.ACEcomedy.com

